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INTRODUCTION 

Overview 
The purpose of this paper is to present our 2012 Senior Design project proposal in 
order to fulfill written requirements set forth by the University of Cincinnati, College 
of Engineering and Applied Science (CEAS).  Our project is a MS Access/PLC based 
Inventory Tracking and Distribution System.  Completion of this project required 
the practical application of knowledge across the electrical, mechanical and 
computer engineering disciplines.  Team members relied on the knowledge gained 
from the study of applicable theories in the classroom, lessons learned from lab 
work and Co-Operative employment experiences in order to successfully complete 
this project.  This project also provided many new and valuable lessons in 
Mechanical, Electrical and Computer Engineering that will be important for our 
future success beyond college.  The building of the conveyor provided numerous 
challenges in the application of Mechanical Engineering especially since that 
discipline was not represented in our group.  The implementation of a functional 
and safe design continued to be important aspects as the project proceeded and was 
completed.  There were many skills and areas of growth that were developed and 
enhanced as a result of this project including, but not limited to: investigative, 
organizational, technical writing, and presenting, but also to more discipline related 
electrical theory and practical application, design and testing, computer interfacing, 
and troubleshooting.  Finally, communication and teamwork were essential 
cornerstones to enabling the timely completion of our project.  
 

Background Information 
Distrasa (Distribuidora Ramos Arvelo, S.A) is a small distribution company located 
in the east region of Venezuela. The company was founded in 2003. Distrasa mainly 
distributes two categories: Dairy Products and Meat & Poultry. Those products 
come from 13 suppliers.  However, two of them represent 69.5% of the whole 
volume. Distrasa has grown considerably regardless of the different moments of 
crises that Venezuela has experienced over the past 10 years. Their goal is to double 
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the average number of sales per month by implementing an inventory system, a 
product sorting system and an overall use of technology to reach their goal. 
 

Scope and Credibility 
A reasonable project scope was determined by faculty in review of the completion of 
coursework and lab work at The College of Engineering and Applied Science.  The 
individual project was chosen by our team with additional enhancements to 
increase the learning opportunities and provide the best solution for Distrasa. 
 Coursework has been varied and broad and this project gave us the opportunity to 
draw on acquired practical knowledge while challenging us to develop into new 
areas.   

Summary of Proposal 
This proposal discusses the current business need that Distrasa is facing.  There are 
also detailed sections discussing our solution and hardware/software 
methodologies that were used to complete our senior design project. This document 
also details our project activity timeline, actual budget and finally a conclusion that 
summarizes the business need for the project and discusses possible 
recommendations to adapt the project for implementation at Distrasa’s distribution 
facilities.  

DISCUSSION  

Problem 
Information received from Distrasa described a business model, which did not 
include: 

• Utilization of barcode technology  
• Computerized product database organization 
• Coordinated computerized mechanical system for food transportation and 
sorting 

Our team’s Inventory Tracking and Distribution System prototype was carefully 
designed to address each of these concerns with a potential solution. 
 

Solution & Methodology 
In response to the business model Distrasa communicated to our team, a solution 
was tailored to their needs, which focused on the following developmental criteria: 

• To develop a barcode system for data input into an MS Access database 
• Create an MS Access database to eliminate hand inventory record keeping 
• Enable single user to scan and place products onto the conveyor to 
automatically distribute inventory to proper storage locations 
• Bring the system under PLC control for simultaneous sorting of multiple 
products and which also inherently allowed for expansion of I/O points to add 
more conveyor ejection points for additional products 
• Design an HMI control interface with the following features: 
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• User-friendly 
• Enable user control for conveyor motor start/stop, system reset and 

conveyor ejection location override  
• Ability to monitor and communicate a range of important conveyor 

run-time information to the user 
• Inform user of important product errors and line faults 

 
Specifically, using company feedback, a barcode system was developed which 
included simulated products.  While Distrasa’s typical products are packaged in 
large boxed groupings, for our prototype, typical products used were individual 
products (as if taken from the larger boxed goods) due to limitations of product size 
that our prototype conveyor belt and hardware could handle.  Even though this 
modification had to be made to accommodate the limited capability of our 
prototype, our system software (MS Access, RSLogix500 & HMI Connected 
Components Workbench) and hardware (Actuators, sensors and limit switches) 
were designed to handle each of Distrasa’s three current major product categories: 
meats, dairy and vegan (not package sizes, only categories).  Software and hardware 
has been developed to eject the product from three pre-determined locations on the 
conveyor line.  It is assumed that additional conveyor hardware is provided to 
facilitate final removal away from the conveyor line once ejection occurs. 
 
Upon delivery to the conveyor line, it is assumed that each item (individual for our 
prototype, boxed for Distrasa’s) contains a bar code label.  It is then scanned into a 
PC’s MS Access database for automatic inventory updating and reporting.  MS Access 
database functionality enables the collection, updating, and adding of additional 
inventory records.  For those items without bar codes, the database was designed to 
allow manual entry of pertinent product information. 
 
After the food item is scanned, the attending clerk will simply place the product onto 
the belt for sorting and distribution.  If the user has a product for which no barcode 
exists, the clerk can enter applicable information into the MS Access database via 
the keyboard, select the refrigerator/freezer location from the Programmable Logic 
Controller (PLC) touch screen Human Machine Interface (HMI) and place the item 
onto the motorized conveyor belt.  PLC programming and hardware setup will 
include communication with a series of reflective photoelectric proximity sensors to 
detect the presence of items on the conveyor.  The ability to select storage locations 
on the HMI will allow the maximum flexibility anytime the company is interested in 
overriding storage locations for any product in the MS Access database or assigning 
a location for a product received for which no barcode exists at the time.  Upon 
receipt of the sensor signals, the PLC will determine if the actuator paired at that 
particular sensor location should eject product or allow it to pass to the next sensor.  
 
The system will also allow multiple products to be on the conveyor simultaneously 
and to be ejected simultaneously as well should conditions warrant.  Electric 
actuators receive commands from the PLC to extend or retract as a 120-VAC output 
card turns on applicable relays on and off, thus providing movement for the gates 
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that are attached.  If the clerk places an item onto the conveyor without selecting a 
location, PLC programming logic sends the item to a nearby default error location 
off of the main conveyor pathway for rework by the clerk and an appropriate error 
message would be displayed on the HMI.  An emergency-stop has been hard-wired 
to the DC conveyor motor and actuators for safety cut off.    
 
Distrasa has products with accompanying barcodes and other products for which no 
barcodes exist.  For those products containing barcodes, default refrigerator 
locations are assigned in the MS ACCESS program after a barcode translation is 
communicated via the serial port of the PC to the PLC serial port (RS232) via a NULL 
(or crossover) cable.  When the products pass their appropriate sensors, they are 
ejected off of the conveyor line by actuator extension.  
    
This interface allows an operator to override default storage locations that come 
into the PLC system via barcode scanning into the MS Access PC program.  In 
addition, for those products that contain no barcodes, any one of three storage 
locations can be assigned to the product via HMI product overrides on the main 
screen.  A user-friendly interface gives the operator complete control of the 
distribution process including start/stop control of the conveyor motor, conveyor 
line reset capability.  It also displays safety notification of motor start/stop, E-Stop 
pressed, conveyor and product monitoring, product errors such as “Product not 
found” and “Invalid Product”, and line statistics pertinent to the operation such as 
status of the actuators, current duty cycle of the actuators and motor and system 
run times.  The HMI interface programming thus allows specific control in a number 
of areas over the RSLogix500 program which is the core program running the SLC 
processor for conveyor operation. 

Hardware 
 

 
Figure 1 
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- Allen Bradley SLC 5/04 Processor, Input, & Output Modules  
The Allen Bradley Processor and complement of input and output modules (Figure 
2) coordinate and control all communication with conveyor components and 
operations.   Our system is built from a 4-slot rack.  The power supply is not 
assigned a slot number in the module rack.  The SLC 5/03 CPU takes default position 
0 in the SLC 500 series systems.  The SLC 5/03 CPU includes a DH-485 port, which 
we use to communicate with the HMI, as well as an RS232 port, which we use to 
communicate with the PC running the MS Access Database. Slot 1 of the PLC 
contains an 1746-IA16 120VAC input module, used to detect the position of the E-
Stop switch.  Slot 2 contains an 1746-OA16 120VAC output module, used to trigger 
the relays for the actuators and motor, as well as to illuminate operational indicator 
lights.  Slot 3 contains a 1746-IB16 24VDC input module, which is used to read the 
outputs from the proximity sensor/switches and the actuator limit switches. 
 

 
Figure 2 

 

- ID Tech Econoscan II Barcode Reader 
The Econoscan II reader featured in Figure 3 below acts as the trigger that starts the 
inventory system by scanning the product and updating the MS Access database. 
This scanner is a latest generation CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) scanner.  An 
advantage of this type of scanner is that there are no moving parts which enables a 
more rugged design and most applicable for a warehouse type of application such as 
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our Inventory Tracking and Distribution System.  This type of scanner includes 
technology, which allows an entire cross-section of the barcode to be read at once as 
opposed to converting the signal from internal sweeping.   A row of LEDs allows for 
this quick scan capability.  Past generations only had a single photocell, which could 
only read one spot on a barcode at a time [2].  
This new generation of barcode reader has an improved scan rate compared to 
earlier generation readers, approaching 200 scans/sec.  The biggest change (aside 
from a much more economical price) is a doubling of scanning range to 4”.   
These features made the Econoscan II a perfect fit for a hand-held operation such as 
in our solution for Distrasa.  Another great feature is that it can be powered by a 
standard 5 volt USB port and this solves the problem of having to power it from a 
voltage divider off of the PLC or another power supply.   
A critical feature needed was a comprehensive list of supported barcode 
symbologies. For the demonstration of our solution we created our own UPC 
barcode labels but at a minimum, Distrasa utilizes UPC, Interleave of 2 and EAN-13 
barcode symbologies and this particular scanner was a perfect fit because it is 
capable of supporting a variety of barcode symbologies.  
This improved functionality means a more user-friendly way to quickly and 
efficiently utilize existing product barcodes, which was one of the many main 
focuses of this project. 

 
Figure 3 

- GX Series M18 Photoelectric Proximity Sensor 
Figure 4 below shows the GX Series M18 proximity sensor we use to track the 
location of products along the conveyor.  Many models have distance restrictions, 
but the use of the diffuse-reflective models eliminates this type of limitation.  For 
our application, we needed approximately 1.5’’ of sensing range and this model 
more than met our specifications.  In addition, the sensor has NPN or PNP wiring 
flexibility.  The relatively low cost and other important features made this a viable 
choice to provide sensing data to the PLC. 
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Figure 4 

- PA-15-14-11 High-Speed Tubular Electric Actuator 
The PA-15-14-11 HS Actuator (see Figure 5) is utilized to move product off of the 
conveyor when activated by PLC logic.  This particular line of actuator was chosen 
for it superior actuator speed.  At an impressive 10.6”/sec, this 14” stroke length 
actuator quickly and quietly operates with just a 12 VDC input voltage.  We drive it 
with our 13.8VDC power supply.  For the price and speed, this was by far the best 
choice.  The 11 lb force units provides the maximum shaft speed of 10.6” at no load. 
 In our application, these actuators achieve rates near this speed as operation 
involves only the movement of empty boxes off of the conveyor line.  A thin piece of 
wooden board comprises the strike plate, which is attached to the moving end of the 
actuator.  Under these operating conditions, the load is minimal (approximately 1 
Amp at no load).  This maximizes speed and holds down current draw. The biggest 
concern with this part was the short duty cycle limit of only 15%.  However, this is a 
full load rating, which our actuators never see. 
 

 
Figure 5 

- Bodine 24VDC Conveyor Motor 
The motor shown in Figure 6 was perhaps one of our best finds while at an 
exceptionally low price.  This Bodine motor will be the workhorse of our conveyor. 
With a gear reduction of 67x, this 1/15 HP motor will easily allow conveyor belt 
rotation at a more than ample pace.  We drive this motor with a reduced voltage of 
13.8V from our external power supply to achieve the reduced speed that we need 
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for the conveyor, as well as to handle the 7 Amp maximum current draw.  This 
motor is connected to the driven conveyor belt roller via a chain.  This provides the 
maximum amount of torque transfer from the motor shaft and gear, preventing 
possible slippage of a belt or similar drive.  Also, the chain has more than adequate 
tensile strength, so reliability is not an issue. 
 

 
Figure 6 

- Allen Bradley C600 PanelView Component HMI Terminal 
The Allen Bradley C600 PanelView terminal allows additional flexibility in operator 
control for project.  Using an Allen Bradley Cable RS485 port (5-pin HMI connector) 
to RJ45 (PLC DH485 port), the HMI serves as an interface for PLC control, thus 
allowing control over components, which are subsequently controlled by PLC logic. 
  The C600 has the capability of color graphics display in a compact 5.7 inch flat-
panel package.  For the Component line of HMI’s, Allen Bradley provides a free 
software-programming interface located in the actual unit Connected Components 
Workbench, which can be accessed by web connections to the PC and HMI.  
 

 
Figure 7 
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- Double Pole, 8-Pin, 120 VAC Plug-in Relays & sockets 
These components play a number of essential roles in the project.   For the conveyor 
motor, it is critical to move the current path off of the PLC to protect the PLC 
circuitry, especially at motor startup. We use the 1746-OA16 120VAC output 
module to control relay switching and input 13.8 VDC via a separate power supply 
to power the motor and actuators.   We utilize a pair of the same 120VAC triggered 
relays for each of the three actuators.  The PA-15-14-11 actuators control their 
movement by built in limit switches at both the fully extended and fully retracted 
range.  To reverse actuator movement, polarity is switched.  The relays are wired 
such that only one can triggered at a single time.  Since the 120VAC signal to the coil 
of the “reverse” is supplied through a normally closed contact on the “forward” 
relay, the “reverse” relay cannot be triggered without first removing the 120VAC 
signal to the “forward” relay. 

 
Figure 8 

Schematic 
 
In figure 9, the Input/Output wiring to the PLC is shown.  The first terminal block, 
TB1, contains the wiring to the proximity switches and limit switches.  TB2 contains 
the wiring to the motor and the actuator relays.  For simplicity, only the relays that 
control Actuator 1 are shown.  Actuator 2 & 3 relays are wired identically to the 
first.  Not shown is the Emergency-stop switch, which is hard-wired to the 120VAC 
source for the PLC 120VAC output module.  This means that when the Emergency-
stop switch is pressed, the signal to every relay will be interrupted, stopping the 
motors and the actuators instantly.   
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Figure 9 

 

Software 

- Microsoft Access  
MS Access has been chosen to create the inventory side of our project for the 
following reasons: 

- MS Access is available with the Microsoft Office Professional suite of 
business products therefore no additional database software is required 
since any company purchases computers with this suite of products 
already installed 

-  MS Access database is likely to be available and supported for years to 
come due that most of the existing companies use Microsoft products. 
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- It is significantly cheaper to implement and maintain compared to larger 
database systems. 

The interface design will be written in VISUAL BASIC. The following are examples of 
prototype interfaces that we will be using for our project.  

- Communication 
NOTE:  In the following sections highlighting the software setup of RSLinx and 
RSLogix500, there were two sources that served as guides through the process.  While 
the exact procedures actually performed did vary from what the documents presented, 
they, nevertheless, served as excellent sources of information to keep the overall 
process on track.  These references can be found in the Resources section: [7] & [8].   
 
All following setup instructions and figures assume that RSLinx and RSLogix500 
have been properly installed and the licenses are active. 
 
One of the more challenging aspects of this project was making sure that 
communication settings were correct with three different combinations of hardware 
interfacing with the PLC in order to facilitate the ability for our different 
hardware/software setups to communicate with the PLC.  There were software 
settings within RSLogix500 that had to be carefully monitored and changed in order 
to successfully allow communication with the PLC for these different combinations. 
 
Our SLC 5/03 has one DH485 port (RJ45 jack) and one serial port (RS232).  At 
different times throughout the building/debugging process, we had to have the 
following setups as code development and debugging were occurring 
(configurations #1 & #2 below).  Our final demo configuration was #3.  Once we had 
our RSLogix500 program fully debugged, we were able to remove the PC with Allen 
Bradley (AB) software from the configuration needed.   
 

1. A PC (with AB software)  and an HMI communicating with the PLC: 
• [PC  Serial port on the PC  AB 1747-PIC device  PLC RJ45 PLC 

jack (Channel 1)]  
• [C600 HMI DB9 port (9-pin connection)  standard DB9 cable  PLC 

Serial Port (Channel 0)] 
 

1. Or the PC (with AB software) and a PC (with the MS Access) communicating 
with the PLC:  

• [PC with AB software  Serial port on the PC  AB 1747-PIC device 
 PLC RJ45 PLC jack (Channel 1)] 

• [PC with the MS Access  Serial port on the PC  NULL cable 
(crossover)   PLC Serial port (Channel 0)] 

 
2. Or the PC with MS Access and the HMI communicating with the PLC:  

• [PC with the MS Access Database  Serial port on the PC  NULL 
cable (crossover)  PLC Serial port (Channel 0, DB9 port)] 
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• [C600 HMI RS485 port (5-pin connection)  AB cable model 
2711CCBLAB03  PLC RJ45 PLC jack (Channel 1)] 

 
NOTE:  In configurations #1 & #2, we used the PC with AB software to come into the 
PLC via the RJ45 (or DH485 port).  The difference between the two configurations 
was that in configuration #1, the HMI was communicating with the PLC serial port 
and in configuration #2, the PC with the MS Access database was using its serial port 
to communicate with the PLC serial port.  Depending on which device was 
communicating with the PLC serial port, settings in the RSLogix500 software had to 
change to accommodate communication.  These changes will be discussed in the 
next section  
 

- RSLinx setup 
The setup for RSLinx was only needed as long as we required communication 
between our PC with RSLogix500 and the PLC.  RSLinx is used to facilitate 
communication between the PC serial port and the RSLogix500 program so that 
RSLogix500 and send and receive data using the PC’s serial port from and to the 
PLC.  Therefore, once the final setup was used, we were then using the HMI to 
communicate with the PLC RJ45 port instead of the PC with RSLogix500.   
Once RSLinx was setup, no changes were made in order to quickly re-establish the 
ability to successfully connect back to the PLC using RSLogix500 for debugging, code 
checks and code enhancements.   
 
When using the 1747-PIC device to connect from the PC with AB RSLinx and 
RSLogix500 to the PLC, the standard RSLinx driver 1747-PIC \ AIC + Device must be 
used.   
 
Setup RSLinx as follows: 
RSLinx should have an active icon in the PC icon tray.   
Click on the icon to display RSLinx, which should be running upon PC boot up. 
Go to the Communications tab  Configure drivers. 
Select the 1747-PIC \ AIC + Device, click Add New, choose a name for the device 
such as AB_PCI-1 DH485 and click OK. 
Configure the driver by either choosing auto config (see reference 1) or choosing the 
appropriate Comm port you are using,  
Baud Rate = 19200  Station # = 00  
Parity bits = none   Stop bits = 1 
You should be able to see that the driver is in running status as seen in figure 
Communication 1 below: 
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Figure 10 

 
1. Once you have verified that the driver is running, you may close the dialog 

box. 
2. Go to the Communications tab  RSWho, and confirm that your PC is 

communicating with the AB SLC 5/03. 
3. Do not close out RSLinx.  Proceed to launch RSLogix500 software for initial 

setup.  Also remember to power the PLC and have the input/output modules 
required installed into the chassis.] [7], [8]. 

- RSLogix500 setup: 

Initial RSLogix500 Setup 
Excellent sources of more in-depth information can be found in references [7] & [8].   
The setup for RSLogix500 was as follows:     
 

1. Start the RSLogix500 software and select File  New 
2. Gather information from the inside lid of the PLC processor and select your 

processor type from the displayed list. 
3. For our project, documentation showed our SLC 5/03 processor as: 1747-

L532. Click OK. 
4. On the left hand side in RSLogix500, double click on I/O configuration, See 

Figure 10 
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Figure 11 

 
5. Click Read I/O Config. This will automatically go out and search the chassis 

for installed I/O cards and populate them into your list.    

 
Figure 12 

6. Click Read I/O Config once more. In our case, the documentation on the inside 
cover of the processor was not representative of the true processor that 
RSLogix500 found so it attempts to change your request. 
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Figure 13 

7. List auto-populated: 

 
Figure 14 

8. Go into Comms  System Comms.  Select our processor and see status 
Faulted.  Double click on 01 processor. 
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Figure 15 

9. Click OK.  Default dialog box comes up.  This message came up because we do 
not have an RSLogix500 program in the processor. Click OK. Come to Figure 
15-2. Click OK. 

                   

 
Figure 16          

 
10. Back at main screen, double click on Controller Properties to see settings. 
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Figure 17 

 
11. Controller Communications tab. Check settings. 

 

 
Figure 18 

 
12. Back at main screen, double click on Channel Configuration. General Tab, 

Check settings. 
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Figure 19 

 
13. Channel Configuration. Chan. 1 – System Tab, Check settings  

 
Figure 20 

 
14. Channel Configuration. Chan. 0 – System Tab, Check settings. 
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Figure 21 

 
15. Channel Configuration. Chan. 0 – User Tab, Check settings.] [4], [7], [8]. 

 

 
Figure 22 

 

RSLogix500 Setup for configuration #1 in the Communication section above 
This section begins with the assumption that the RSLinx and initial RSLogix500 
software suites have been installed and configured as outlined above.  Then, the 
user may continue with the additional verification of the configuration screens.  The 
default settings after initial setup (see above section “Initial RSLogix500 setup” will 
match those needed in this section, but not for the next section which will enable 
ASCII communications if that is required.  Excellent sources of information for this 
section can be found again in references 1 & 2.   
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RSLogix500 Setup for configuration #2 in the Communication section above ( to enable 
ASCII Communication) 
From purely a hardware perspective, if the engineer needs to communicate ASCII data 
from the serial port of a PC to the serial port of the SLC 5/03, the correct cable must be 
used.  A NULL or crossover cable must be used to connect the devices [6].  This type of 
cable will ensure that the following pin connections occur from the device to the PLC:   
 
  PC Connection  PLC Connection  Function 
Pins:            2             3              Rx  Tx 
            3           2   Tx  Rx 
                     5     5   Signal ground 
[6] 
 
For our project, we were sending ASCII data from the PC with the MS Access 
database to the serial port on the PLC.  In order to debug the RSLogix500 program, 
RSLogix500 must be able to read/write (depending upon the requirements of the 
program) from the PLC ASCII buffer on Channel 0.  Therefore, for this configuration, 
there are needed modifications to the RSLogix500 software that must occur to 
enable RSLogix500 ASCII read/write communication capability.   
The communication settings specified below will allow this communication to take 
place.  This was especially a troubling issue because no documentation was found to 
warn us of how RSLogix500 will blank out essential options needed to enable ASCII 
communication (instead of graying out) if other certain settings are made.  The 
information included in this section would have been an invaluable tool had 
someone documented what we had to find by investigation and just by chance 
noticing this odd and illogical way of removing functionality from their 
configuration tabs.  We had found documentation pointing us to the fact that Chan. 0 
– user had to be set to ASCII and that Chan 0 – system had to be shut down as well as 
references to setting the Mode on the Channel Configuration General tab to “User” 
[4], but in attempting to do so, the critical Mode option disappeared off of the 
Channel Configuration General tab.  This setting had to be changed from “System” to 
“User” otherwise no communication could take place. [6].  
 
To enable RSLogix500 ASCII communications (in addition to using the correct 
cable), the software changes needed are as follows: 

1. Start the RSLogix500 software, and double click on Channel Configuration 
(see Figure 22). 
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Figure 23 

 
2. On the Channel Configuration option, Chan. 0 – System tab, as long as the 

driver was set to “DH485”, this “mode” option on the General tab was still 
visible and could be changed from “System” to “User” to facilitate ASCII 
communications.   

 

 
Figure 24 

 
3. Go to the Channel Configuration General tab and change Mode to “User” [4]. 
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Figure 25 

 
4. Go back to the Chan. 0 – System tab and change the settings to “Shutdown”. 

 

 
Figure 26 

 
5. Go to the Chan. 0 – User tab and change the driver from “Shutdown” to 

“ASCII” [4] 
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Figure 27 

 
6. Now, on the General tab, we can see the updated settings for Chan. 0.  While 

this was a partial screen print, the Mode option had disappeared from the 
screen. 

 
Figure 28 

The RSLogix500 settings will now allow Channel 0 to be used for ASCII 
communication. 
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- C600 Component HMI Code/Screen Prints 
This section will only contain the final screen prints of the HMI application.  These 
screen prints show all pertinent settings and screens visible to the user while the 
application is running.  The screen numbers are arbitrary numbers.  As long as 
settings are correct within the software to call the correct screen numbers, then the 
sequencing of these numbers are not important. 
 
Screen 1 

 
Figure 29 

 
Screen 4     

 
Figure 30 
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Screen 8 

 
Figure 31 

 
Settings Tab     

 
Figure 32 

 
Communications Tab 
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Figure 33 

 
Tags Tab 

 
Figure 34 

 
Alarms Tab 
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Figure 35 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 
This section presents our schedule and costs involved on the proposed project. This 
proposal ended with the Tech Expo, which was presented May 16, 2012. Completing 
the project would have not been possible without following the schedule presented 
in Figure 35.  
We also have created a table with our total expenses on the project. See figures 38 
and 39. 
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Time 

Schedule of Events 

 
Figure 36 
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Gantt Chart 

 
Figure 37 

 
 

Budget 

Parts Provided at no Charge 
Part # Description Distributor Quantity Estimate (ea) Estimate (total)
SLC 5/03 Allen Bradley Processor unit Ebay 1 $250.00 $250.00
1756-A7 /B 1756A7 Allen Bradley 1746-A4 SER A 1746A4 4- Slot Chassis Ebay 1 $155.00 $155.00
1746-IB16 AB 24 VDC, 16 input DC sink input module PLC Center 1 $83.00 $83.00
1746-IA16 (may not need) AB 120VAC, 16 input Discrete AC module PLC Center 1 $225.00 $225.00
1746-OA16 AB 120VAC, 16 output Discrete AC module PLC Center 1 $542.00 $542.00
1747-AIC SLC 500 DH-485 LINK COUPLER Ebay 1 $59.00 $59.00
1747-PIC AB SLC-500 series PLC programming cable Automation-Drive 1 $45.00 $45.00
PanelView C600 Allen Bradley HMI PV terminal Allen-Bradley 1 $849.00 $849.00
Astron RS-20M 13.8 VDC power supply Astron 1 $50.00 $50.00
SDN 10-24-100P, Sola Hevi-duty 115 VAC, 5A to 24VDC, 10A Power Supply Alliedelec 1 $353.00 $353.00
Provided by CAS T.A. Desktop PC Gigabyte 1 $500.00 $500.00
9324-RL0300ENE AB RSLogix 500,RSLinx Programming suite Allen Bradley 1 $2,194.00 $2,194.00

--- Misc Cables Allen Bradley 1 $50.00 $50.00

        
         

                  
        

    
  
  

                      
                      

        

       
         

        
          

      
      

 
 

       
        

          
   

        
       

         
                                   

         

Parts Provided by U.C. at no charge

   

                   

Total:                            $5355.00

                                                        

   

 
Figure 38 
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Purchased Part List 

    
    

          
         

          
       

    
     

     
    

          
    

      
  

Part # Description Distributor Quantity Actual (ea) Parts & Tax total S & H
GX series M18 (sensors & cables) Photoelectric prox. Sensor-18mm non-metal cube Automationdirect 3 $39.00 $117.00
                 ---------- CD12L-0B-020-C0 Cables Automationdirect 3 $9.25 $27.75 $6.46
GCX1131 Mushroom PB 22mm Metal Red N.C. Twst-Rel. 40mm head Automationdirect 1 $12.50 $12.50 $6.93
PA-15-12-22 High Speed tubular linear actuator Progressiveautomations 3 $121.00 $363.00
BRK-14 Brackets - BRK-14 Progressiveautomations 3 $7.82 $23.46
BRK-02 Brackets - BRK-02 Progressiveautomations 3 $7.82 $23.46
                ---------- Shipping charge to send defective Act back Progressiveautomations ------ ------ ------ $38.55

                ---------- Shipping charge to send out replacement Act. Progressiveautomations ------ ------ ------ $24.15

PA-15-12-22 HS linear actuator replacements for defective parts Progressiveautomations 2 Not given $179.18 Not given

IDBA-4244SR EconoScan™ II - Barcode Scanner ID Tech 1 $41.50 $41.50 $7.00
AAE-A201L AAE-A201L, 120 VAC, 60 Hz, 8-pin Relay equipmentwi 1 Pack of 4 $17.99 $17.99 $5.89
700-HN125 700-HN125 8-pin tube base relay socket mara_industrial 2 packs of 2 $10.00 $20.00 Free
Bodine Gear Motor 24 VDC 42 RPM Gear Motor, 2.7Amp CTR Surplus 1 $19.95 $22.85 $21.54
Canvas Hancock Fabrics canvas for conveyor belt Hancock Fabrics 1 $27.93 $29.75 ------
Misc. hardware Miscellaneous hardware for conveyor build Home Depot 1 ------ $92.79 ------
653-SS-5GL13 Limit Switch Mouser 3 $1.31 $3.93
653-SS5GL Limit Switch Mouser 3 $1.17 $3.51
Rollers, sprocket, gear, chain Misc. hardware for conveyor build CBT ------ ------ $151.30 ------
2 Ply White 12" x 11'2-1/2" Belt Endless Conveyor Belt CBT 1 $94.26 $94.26 ------
2711CCBLAB03 Allen Bradley Cable RS485 port (5-pin) to RJ45 (HMI to DH485) CBT 1 $55.75 $3.63 ------
Misc hardware Lowes misc. hardware Lowes ------ ------ $18.14 ------
Lamp, Neon, red & yellow lights 120VAC neon panel lights Jameco 5 $1.95 $9.75
Lamp, Neon, green light 120 VAC neon panel lights Jameco 1 $1.49 $1.49
Conveyor top boards Replacement conveyor boards for water damage Home Depot 2 $6.18 $12.36 ------
                ---------- HMI faceplate printing costs                 ---------- ------ $20.00 $20.00 ------

$1,289.60

         

      

$45.72

Purchased Parts list 

Grand Total:                  $1,454.50

                            

          Shipping, Handling & Foreign Transaction Fees:                                         $164.90

$5.37

$3.29

Parts and Tax Total:

 
Figure 39 

RATIONALE/BENEFITS 
This section of the proposal conveys why this project is reasonable for senior 
design. 

Rationale 
This completion of this project relies upon knowledge developed from many 
academic subjects of the ECET curriculum, as well as practical experience in the 
field.  See Appendix D for specifics.   
 
As engineering technologists, we are specialized in the implementation of existing 
technology into new designs.  It is therefore a logical showcase of many of the 
capabilities expected of an electrical or computer engineering technologist.  
  

Benefits 
This project was useful for a variety of reasons.  As students, it required us to review 
previous topics and refreshes our understanding of the fundamentals.  More 
importantly, it gave us practical experience in a way that is similar to professional 
engineering assignments.  To design a product from the ground up in this fashion 
required us to plan, negotiate, cooperate as a team, design, and troubleshoot on a 
level that we hadn’t experienced.  Lastly, upon completion of this project, Distrasa 
will be given a copy of the final report, which they can use to proceed with their full-
size conveyor development. 
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CONCLUSION 
The business case for this project was validated as a result of an expressed need by 
Distrasa to update and automate their inventory and distribution food operations. A 
representative from the company expressed the desire to automate a number of 
processes that were being performed manually.  Our goal, therefore, was to design a 
custom computerized system which specifically addressed the company’s concerns 
in order to provide a cost effective, functional solution which also enabled maximum 
flexibility for future expansion.  Successful completion of this project required the 
application of a broad set of skills acquired throughout our course and lab work in 
Electrical and Computer Engineering at CEAS.  In addition, team members were 
required to draw upon skills acquired during Co-Operative employment to achieve 
the stated goals for this project.  
 
The overriding goal of this project was to demonstrate core competencies as 
required by our respective colleges for graduation.  In so doing, a potential solution 
was designed for Distrasa but this solution was not meant as an end-all business 
system to be implemented on a full-scale production facility line.  This project is 
strictly a prototype of a computerized solution designed to address the needs 
expressed by Distrasa.  Since there were obvious restrictions on what we could 
achieve through time availability and limited financial resources, it is assumed that 
in order to implement this solution on a scale suitable for Distrasa’s business needs, 
it will require, at a minimum, the following modifications by the company: 
 

- Modification of the MS Access Database for their actual product line and 
language 

- Upscale conveyor width and length and the addition of offshoots to 
accommodate actual product packaging and to direct products to their 
appropriate storage locations 

- Increase motor and actuator speeds based on business needs 
 
Implementation of a system with the same component hardware as described in this 
report also assumes the availability of: 

- Allen Bradley HMI & RSLogix500\5000 software 
- Compatible Allen Bradley hardware 
- Comparable miscellaneous hardware 
- 120-VAC, 24-VDC, & 12-14 VDC input power 

 
Finally, there are a number of enhancements that have been identified for this 
project, especially if the system was to be utilized in a true business setting.  
However, due to budget and time constraints, it was necessary to adjust the project 
scope accordingly.     
Areas of improvement could include: 
 

- Expansion of the PLC based system using a cross processor communication 
network (DH+ or DH-485) to accommodate flexibility in adding equipment 
nodes beyond what a single SLC 5/03 could provide.  The use of a more 
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advanced PLC processor may also be required based on actual business 
needs 

- Provide the safety net of program redundancy and control by utilizing 
multiple PLC’s in parallel in the event of catastrophic failure of the main 
controller 

- Moving to a more advanced processor to facilitate remote communication 
through Ethernet connections 

- The utilization of load cells to verify product weight or to provide data into 
the MS Access inventory database for which this information was not 
available due to the absence of an established product barcode.  Since 
barcodes can contain weight data, this information may be most applicable to 
items without barcodes 

- A beacon light or some type of warning system to inform the user and nearby 
personnel of conveyor operations 

- Utilization of alternate actuator hardware due to reliability issues 
(subsequent redesign of conveyor ejection methodology may also be 
required) 

- Expand the list of alarm conditions displayed by the HMI to include 
additional motor operation data such as running temperature and speed, 
various amperage draw by critical system components, etc.  These additions 
would require hardware capable of producing analog signals and would also 
require the addition of an analog card for the PLC 

- Possible expansion of the MS Access database functionality depending on 
business needs  
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A 

MS Access Database  

- Print screens for end-user interface 
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- Sample VBA code 
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Appendix B 

PLC Assignments 

- I/O Assignment 
Input PLC Description Output PLC Description 

I:1/0 E_Stop_SW O:2/0 Motor 
I:3/0 Prox_Sw_1 O:2/1 Actuator_1_Extend 
I:3/1 Lim_Sw_1 O:2/2 Actuator_1_Retract 
I:3/2 Prox_Sw_2 O:2/3 Actuator_2_Extend 
I:3/3 Lim_Sw_2 O:2/4 Actuator_2_Retract 
I:3/4 Prox_Sw_3 O:2/5 Actuator_3_Extend 
I:3/5 Lim_Sw_3 O:2/6 Actuator_3_Retract 
  O:2/8 System_Power_Light 
  O:2/9 Motor_Light 
  O:2/10 Actuator_1_Light 
  O:2/11 Actuator_2_Light 
  O:2/12 Actuator_3_Light 

- Subroutines 
SBR’s PLC Description SBR’s PLC Description 
U3 Cycle_Actuator_1 U6 Bit_Initialization 
U4 Cycle_Actuator_2 U7 Track_Act_Duty_Cycle 
U5 Cycle_Actuator_3   

- Control Registers 
Controls PLC Description  Controls PLC Description 
R6:0 Act1_Duty_Cycle_Control  R6:4  
R6:0.POS Act1_Duty_Cycle_Control_POS  R6:4/DN ARL_DN_Bit 
R6:1 Act2_Duty_Cycle_Control  R6:4/EU ARL_EU_Bit 
R6:1.POS Act2_Duty_Cycle_Control_POS  R6:4/EN ARL_EN_Bit 
R6:2 Act3_Duty_Cycle_Control  R6:4/IN ARL_IN_Bit 
R6:2.POS Act3_Duty_Cycle_Control_POS  S:24 Index Register Clear Duty Cycle Control 
R6:3/EN ABL EN Bit  S:24 Index Register Clear Duty Cycle Control 
R6:3/DN ABL DN Bit  

- Counters 
Counters PLC Description 

C5:0 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Counter 
C5:0.ACC  

- Bit File 
B3 File PLC Description  B3 File PLC Description 

B3:0/0 System_Start_Bit  B3:2/0 Extend_Act2_Bit 
B3:0/1 Hold_Init_Bit  B3:2/1 Retract_Act2_Bit 
B3:0/2 Motor_Bit  B3:2/2 Latch1_Cycle_Act2 
B3:0/3 Test_Always_Off_Bit  B3:2/3 Latch2_Cycle_Act2  
B3:0/4 HMI_PB_Reset   B3:2/4 Latch3_Cycle_Act2 
B3:0/5 HMI_PB_Start_Conveyor  B3:3/0 Extend_Act3_Bit 
B3:0/6 HMI_PB_Stop_Conveyor  B3:3/1 Retract_Act3_Bit 
B3:0/7 Hold_Clear_Duty_Cycle_Bit  B3:3/2 Latch1_Cycle_Act3 
B3:0/8 HMI Status Light Motor  B3:3/3 Latch2_Cycle_Act3 
B3:0/9 E_Stop_Latch  B3:3/4 Latch3_Cycle_Act3 
B3:0/10 Pass 1 Latch    
B3:0/11 Pass 2 Latch  B3:5/0 ARL_Blocking_Bit 
B3:0/12 Pass 3 Latch  B3:5/1 OSR_Copy_Bit 
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-
  

 
 
-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Integer File 
N7 File PLC Description  N7 File PLC Description 
N7:0 PC_Refrig_Bit  N7:17 Actuator 2 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:1 Refrig_Bit_Act1  N7:19 Act3_Duty_Cycle_Int1 
N7:2 Refrig_Bit_Act2  N7:20 Act3_Duty_Cycle_Int2 
N7:3 Refrig_Bit_Act3  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:4 HMI_Status_Lgt_Act1  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:5 HMI_Status_Lgt_Act2  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:6 HMI_Status_Lgt_Act3  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:7 HMI_Motor_Run_Time_min  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:8 HMI_System_Run_Time_min  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:9 Act1_Duty_Cycle_Int1  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:10 Act1_Duty_Cycle_Int2  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:11 HMI_Act1_Duty_Cycle_Percent  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:12 Actuator 1 Duty Cycle Int3  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:14 Act2_Duty_Cycle_Int1  N7:21 HMI_Act3_Duty_Cycle_Percent 
N7:15 Act2_Duty_Cycle_Int2  N7:18 Actuator 3 Duty Cycle Int3 
N7:16 HMI_Act2_Duty_Cycle_Percent    

- Timers  
Timers PLC Description Timers PLC Description 

T4:0 (TON) Start Delay (30x0.1 sec) T4:14 Refrigerator Bit out of Range Timer 
T4:0/DN Start_Delay_DN T4:15 Product Not Scanned Timer 
T4:1 (ON) Max_Timer_Reset (9x0.1 sec) T4:20 (RTO) Max_Timer_ACT2 (60x x0.1 sec) 
T4:1/DN Max_Timer_Reset_DN T4:20/DN Max_Timer_ACT2_DN  
T4:2 (RTO) Motor_Run_Time (32768 x 0.1 sec) T4:21 (RTO) Max_Timer_Extend_ACT2 (29x x0.1 sec) 
T4:3 (RTO) System_Run_Time (32768 x 0.1 

sec) 
T4:21/TT Max_Timer_Extend_ACT2_TT 

T4:4 (TON) Duty_Cycle_Sec_Timer T4:21/DN Max_Timer_Extend_ACT2_DN 
T4:4/DN Duty_Cycle_Sec_Timer_DN T4:22 Timer Delay Extend 

for Actuator 2 
T4:5 (RTO) Act1_Duty_Cycle_Timer T4:22/DN Timer Delay Extend 

for Actuator 2 DN 
T4:6 (RTO) Act2_Duty_Cycle_Timer T4:30 Max_Timer_ACT3 (60x0.1 sec) 
T4:6.ACC  T4:30/DN Max_Timer_ACT3_DN 
T4:7 (RTO) Act3_Duty_Cycle_Timer T4:31 (RTO) Max_Timer_Extend_ACT3 (29 x0.1 sec) 

B3:0/13 Motor Stop Bit Act 1  B3:5/2 String_Convert_Timer_Latch 
B3:0/14 Motor Stop Bit Act 2  B3:5/3 N7:0 Refrigerator bit out of range 
B3:0/15 Motor Stop Bit Act 3  B3:5/4 Product Not Scanned 
B3:1/0 Extend_Act1_Bit  B10:0-255 Act 1-3 Duty Cycle Table 
B3:1/1 Retract_Act1_Bit  B10:238 Box Position Count Act 1 
B3:1/2 Latch1_Cycle_Act1  B10:239 Box Position Count Act 2 
B3:1/3 Latch2_Cycle_Act1  B10:240 Box Position Count Act 3 
B3:1/4 Latch3_Cycle_Act1  B10:241 Box Position Register for Actuator 1 
B3:4/0 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Latch1  B10:242 Box Position Register for Actuator 2 
   B10:243 Box Position Register for Actuator 3 
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T4:8 (TON) Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer1 T4:31/TT Max_Timer_Extend_ACT3_TT 
T4:8/DN Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer1_DN T4:31/DN Max_Timer_Extend_ACT3_DN 
T4:9 String_Convert_Timer T4:32 Timer Delay Extend 

for Actuator 3 
T4:9/DN String_Convert_Timer_DN T4:32/DN Timer Delay Extend 

for Actuator 3 DN 
T4:10 (RTO) Max_Timer_ACT1 (60x0.1 sec) T4:40 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer1 
T4:10/DN Max_Timer_ACT1_DN T4:40/TT Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer1_TT 
T4:11 (RTO) Max_Timer_Extend_ACT1 (29 x0.1 

sec) 
T4:41 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer2 

T4:11/DN Max_Timer_Extend_ACT1_DN T4:41/TT Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer2_TT 
T4:11/TT Max_Timer_Extend_ACT1_TT T4:42 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer3 
T4:12 Timer Delay Extend 

for Actuator 1 
T4:42/TT Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer3_TT 

T4:12/DN Timer Delay Extend 
for Actuator 1 DN 

T4:43 Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer4 

T4:13 Motor Stop Timer T4:43/DN Clear_Duty_Cycle_Timer4_DN 
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Appendix C: 

Conveyor Program 
 

 - Main 
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- LAD 3 – Cycle Act1 
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- LAD 4 – Cycle Act2 
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- LAD 5 – Cycle Act3 
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- LAD 6 –Bit Init 
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- LAD 7 –Trk-Dty-Cy 
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- LAD 8 –Init-Dty-Cy 
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- LAD 9 – Read_Ascii 
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